HOW TO FIND HFW IN GENEVA

6th Floor
13-15 Cours de Rive
1204 Geneva
Switzerland
T  +41 (0)22 322 4800
F  +41 (0)22 322 4888

DIRECTIONS BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT
The nearest station is “Rive” bus and tram stops. Further information can be found at www.tpg.ch

From Geneva airport by train
Following the signs to the train station “CFF”, there is a train every 10 minutes which goes to Geneva downtown “Geneve centre”. This will drive you to the train station “Gare Cornavin” in less than 7 minutes.

From Geneva airport by bus
Going out through the main entrance take the bus Number 5 (direction THONEX-VALLARD) and stop at RIVE. It will take around 30 minutes.

From the main station by bus
Take the bus Number 5 (direction THONEX-VALLARD) and stop at RIVE.